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సం�ాద()యమ� 

      ప1జ� గ&రkDేవ�లm బhబn4 మ5(ా6 oా(S ఆDేqాను rారమ&, 
� 
కృషt� u జయం� (_vన wా(S oxరwారy+,- మనమ& సతTంగమ& 
జరkప�$N=zదమ&.  
� కృష�  పరమ�త� /oాB�రk�లm.  wారk 
(ాజ/గమ&ల9 భ$fL|కY ! ా మ&ఖ�తను ~సు$Nu వB�\రu ప1జ� 
బhబn4 మ5(ా6 Bె�ి�=�రk.  

     ప1జ� గ&రkDేవ�లm క�?� తమ సంDేశమ&లల9 “స� తతL�మ&ను 
Bేరk$Nనుటకm మన సంసyల9u rాధ=� '��నమ&లను ఆచ(Sం�న 
B�లmనu rాధకmలm �h'ంBెదరk.  D�u$f �ం� wా(S ఆల9చన !� దు.  
! ా ణ�హ�� హృదయ�ంతరమ&ల9u$f B�చు\$Nu !� �, మన ఆ�����క 
ప�(_గ�$f మ�ర�మ&ను సుగమమ& Bేయ&ను అను 'షయమ& 
'స�(Sంచల�uDౖెనను, D�u$f �� మ మ(Sయ& భ$fL ��డవuDే 
ప�(_గమనమ& మందoSంచును.  $ా� D�u�Qౖ తoSనంత శ�ద�  వ��ంచమ&. 
�ట�u అ�h��ీ తనంత ��నుoా ���న rాధనల��!ాట� 
�Qం!� ంD�ంచు$Nనవల�ిన  ఆవశ�కత వ�న�D�.  ఇ' సతతస�రణ వలన 
�Qం!� ందును.  ���న rాధనలm, �� మ మ(Sయ& భ$fL, ఈ మnడ� 
కdగల�ినప�డ� తన గమ�మ&ను త�(Sతగ�u సులmవ�oా 
Bేరk$Nనగలమu” Bె�ి�=�రk.   
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      DౖెనంD�క 4'తమ&ల9 మనకm ఒక(S�Qౖ �� మ కdoSనప�డ�, 
$ాలక�మమ&ల9 అD� అ¡మ�నమ&oా �Qం!� ందును.  ఇD� ఆ�����క 
మ�ర�మ&ల9 గ&రkవ�నందు భ$fLoా ర¢!ాంతరమ& Bెందును.  r� క�ట£b 
“ఆ�����క r¤రభమ&న$@¥ మ�నవ�u ఆత� ప(Sత�ించుట�¦ �� మ” అu 
Bె�ి�=�రk.  $ాu మన �ి యతమ గ&రkDేవ�లm ప1జ� బhబn4 
మ5(ా6 “మన అంతరంగమ&ల9 స� తత� ఉదయ+̈ �� మ” అu 
Bె�ి�=�రk. 

       ఈ చ(ాB�ర సృGిc  మన�� కd�ి, అం�� Dౖెవ ప కట�త+̈ అu 
మనకm 'D�త+̈.  $ాu D�uనంతట�u �� �ంచుట మ�నవ మ�తt ల+,-న 
మనకm rాధ�మ& $ాక !� వచు\ను అu గ&రkDేవ�లm గ���ం� D�u$f 
మనకm తరkణ©!ాయమ& చూ�ి=�రk.  “అంద(Su �� �ంచు ఆయనను 
�� �ంచుమ&.  ఆ 'ధమ&oా �� �ంచు ఆయన D��(ా ప �wారk 
స�త5oా �� �ంచబడ�దురu” Bె�ి� మన పu సులmవ� Bే�ి=�రk. 

      అంద(S� �� �ంచు గ&రkDేవ�ల�Qౖ �� మ మ(Sయ& భ$fL 
�Qం!� ంD�ంచు$Nu, wారk అంD�ం�న rాధన పద�తtలననుస(Sంచుచు, 
సతతస�రణ �Qం!� ంD�ంచు$Nu, మనందరమn wారk ఆ2ం�న గమ�మ& 
Bేరవలªనu మనrా(ా ! ా (Syంచుచు=��ను. 

- '.(ామం 
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1. సూ,-./0న 2ాజ4గమ� 
- ప6జ� 78 2ామచంద�: మ;2ా< 

(25.05.1967న !జయDాడలG H��న మం�Iర ��ా రంభ సందరJమ�Kా ఇ	
న 

సం�శేమ�) 

         సతTంoాu$f ఒక మంD�(ాu� u(S�ం� ��\న ?�.'. !ారyrార�� 
పటe  కృతజ«���hవం��, =¬ను ఈ D�నం �� సం�hGిసుL =��ను.  ఇD� 
అతt�న�త rాy �$f BెంD�న $ార�మu =� �hవన.  D�u�� ఆయన 
ఇంతవరకm BేసూL య&ం?Oన కృGి B�ల� సులmవ�oా �Qం!� ందుతtంD�. 

       మన ! ా ®నులm, rాH¯��Yర మ�(ా� ల$@¥, $f�య�
లక 4వ=�u$f 
దూరంoా,తమ సహచరkల��ను ఇతరkల��నుగల ! ా పం�క బం��ల�� 
�ెగDెంప�లmBేసు$Nu, అరణ��లల9 అ=¬�Gిం�=�రk. సహజమ�ర�  
'��నంల9 మనమ& మన ఇండeల9 మన చుట°c  ఆ wా��వరణ�u� 
సృGిcంచు$Nంటhమ&. ఇందుల9 మనం Bే��పu; మనd�మనం మ(Sంతoా 
పరతత�ం�� అనుసం��ంచుకmంటhమ&.  D�u ఫdతంoా wzౖ(ాగ�ం మనల9 
D�uకDే ఉపల*�ంoా ఏర�డ�తtంD�.  ఆ 'ధంoా మనమ& wzౖ(ాగ� 
�ిy�ల9u$f, శ�మల�కmం?�, సహజమ&oా Bేరkకmంటhమ&.   

      మన$Nక �ే�యమ& తప�uస(S.  D�uu మనం అత�ంత 
rా��h'క+,-న పద��ల9 rా��ంచ ప య��ంB�d.  rాH¯��Yర ! ా �ిL $f 
ఎ=³� పద�తtలm వ�=���.  $ాu ఒక పద��u ఆచ(Sంచుటకm మ&ందు, 
ఏD� అతt�తLమ '��నమu ప(S
dంచడం మన ధర�ం.  తన 4'త 
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మ(ా�u� ప(SషY(Sంచుకm=¬ందుకm ఏ '��నమ& స(S�́-నద=¬ 
uశ\యమ& ఆయ� వ�కmL ల uర�యం ద, పరమ�త� కృపద 
ఆ��రప?O య&ంట�ంD�. 

        మ�నవ�uల9u �hవ=�పట�మ�¦ D�వ����u$f అత�ంత 
సu���త+,-నద=¬ 'షయమ&  అంoµక(Sంచబ?OనD�. 

       మన ఆల9చనవలe=¬ మన �¶ ప సుL త HIణ�ిy� కdoSంD�.  
అందువలe  ఆల9చనల స5యమ&��=¬ మనమ& ఉన�త �ిyతtలకm 
ప(Sణ�మమ& Bెందగలమ&.  $ాబట�c  wాట�u మనమ& D�వ����u� 
అనుస(Sంచ?�u$f 'u/oS��L, అD� మనలను �వరకm �ే�య�u$f 
దగ�రగBేరkసుL ంD�.  � �ే�యమ& � ఎదుట ఉన�D� అంట· �కm 
ఉ��Tహమ& కdoSం�, �వ� మ(Sంత మ&ందుకm !� గdo;టట�e  uను� 
తయ�రkBేయగల స�చ¸+,-న oాd �wzౖప� �సుL న�దన�మ�ట.  తన 
ల*�మ& ఎప��డ� rా��rాL మ� అ=¬ u(S�(ామ మ�న�ిక �ిy� rాధకmనకm 
ఉంట·, ఆ మ�ర�ంల9 ¹దట� అడ�గ& w¬యoా=¬ తరkwా� �ిyతtలm 
wాట�కw¬ అతuu అనుస(SrాL �.  అ=¬క �ే�య�లను కdoS wాట�u 
rా��ంచ?�u$f ''ధ మ�(ా� లను అనుస(Sంచకmం?� ఉం?�లంట· వ�$fL$f 
ఒ$; �ే�యం అవసరమ&.  ఫd��u� గ&(Sం� /�ంచక తన కరLwా�u� 
=zరw¬(ా\ల=¬ 'షయ�u� 
�కృష�పరమ�త� =º$fY Bె�ి�=�రk.  ఆయన 
“u»ాYమకర�”ను ఎందుకm సూ�ం�=�రk?  ఎందుకంట·: ఫd��u� 
గ&(Sం� �వ� ఆల9�ం�నప��డ� D�u ప �hవమ&వలన �ే�యమ&wzౖప� 
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కరLwా�u$@¥ uను� !�  ద½లమ& Bేయవల�ిన శ$fL '�¸న�మ¾తtంD�.  ఆ 
'ధంoా వ�$fLల9u శ$fL ''ధ మ�(ా� లగ&ం?� ప వ��ంBే నD�ల9u �రk వలª 
వృ�� అవ�తtంD�.  $ాబట�c  ఒ$; ఒక �ే�య�u� కdoS, D�uu 
rా��ంచ?�u$f సర�శకmL లను 'u/oSంప ప య��ంB�d. ఫd��u� 
గ&(Sం� ఆల9�ంప(ాదు.  ల�కmంట·, �వ� � శ$fLu అ=¬క మ�(ా� లల9 
'u/oSంచడం వలe  ఆ శ$fL B�ల�వరకm uరరyకమవ�తtంD�.  

       పరతత�మ& సూH¯��సూ*�+,-నD�.  మనమ& ఏDో'ధంoా 
పరతత�మంత సూ*�ంoా మ�రగdoS�ే ఆయనల9 మనమ& ఒకట[ౖ=�మu 
అరyమ&.  సహజమ�ర� '��నంల9 మనం ! ా రంభం నుం?ే సూ*�ంoా 
ఎదగ?�u$f ప య��rాL మ&.  గ&రkవ�oారk క�?� D�u$Nర$; 
ప య��rాL రk.  మనమ& కరLవ� uషcల9 నుండ�ట వలన  అDే మనలను 
సూ*��ిy�$f �ెసుL ంD�.  మ(_B_ట =¬ను Bె�ి�నట�e , మనల9 �¦ర�?Oన 
కృ� మతను అదుప�Bే�ి, Dౖె'క తతL �ం కdoS ఉండ?�u$f 
ప య��rాL మ&.  ఈ '��నంల9 మన దృGిc  సర�స�మ& సూ*�త 
wzౖప�న$; మరdంపబ?O ఉంట�ంD�.  $ాబట�c  "/గ' (µ��� మనల9 
r¤y ల�తను �QంBే wాట�u '?O��Qట·crాL మ&.  మన ప యత�మ& ఆ 'ధంoా 
$NనrాoS �వరకm r¤y ల�త మనలను �?O!� వ� సమయమ& వసుL ంD�.  
సూ*�త క�?� తన ఆకరÁణను $Âల9�తtంD�.  D�u త(ా�త వBే\DేD�?  
మనమ& $Âరkకmన�D� మనమ& అ=¬�GిసుL న�D� మ�త +̈.  కంద(S$% 
అట�c  �ిy�oాu �ిy� ల¡ంB�లu =� హృదయప1ర�క ! ా రyన.    

* * * 
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2.Pన�మ�లG :వనమ� 

- 78 (Q.Rి.&�2ాయణ 

1. సహW దరkలంద(S$% =� వందనమ&లm.  అ�h��ీల సహచర�మ& 

ఆనందమ& కdoSంచునu మన గ&రkవ�oారk ��(�Yu(S.  ఆయన ఎలªe డల 
ఉం?ెదను అను �hవన మన మనసుT�Qౖ మ&ద w¬య&టకm 
ప య��ం�=�రk.  అ�h��ీల సమnహమ& ఆయనకm ఆలయమ& 
వంట�దu మ(Sయ& మన హృదయమ&లను ఆలయమ&లmoా 
మలచు$Nనమu wారk బÄ ��ం�=�రk.  గ&రkDేవ�ల $ార�మ&$Nరకm 
అం$fత+,- ఆయనల9 4'ంచుటకm దృఢuశ\యమ& ~సు$Nనమu 
ఆయన �ిలmప�u�\=�రk. మన$@¥ మనమ& 4'ంచకmం?� ఆ'ధ+,-న 
అం$fత �hవమ&�� 4'ంచుటల9=¬ మన 4'తమ&లకm అరyమ&న�D�. 
'2షc మn(SLమత�+,-న (Special Personality) మన గ&రkDేవ�లm 
మనమ& సంD�గ� �ిy�ల9 వ�న�ప��డ� మనకm మ�ర�దరÖకమ& 
Bేయ&చు=��రk.  qా(µరక మ(Sయ& మ�న�ిక+,-న సమస�లవలన 
ఆ�����కత ప �h'తమ& $ాదu wారk =º$fYవ$ాYణ×ం�(S. wారk 
Bేయ&చున� పu మ(Sంతoా o_చరమగ&చున�D�.  మనమ& మ&ందుకm 
w¬య& ప � అడ�గ& మన  ల*�మ& స�షcమ& Bేయ&చున�D�. స(Soా 
ప(Sచయమ& (Introduction) Bేయబ?O, క�మమ& తప�క rాధన 
Bేయ&wా(S$f ! ా ణ�హ�� ల�D� Dౖెవ �� రణ అనుభn� కలmగ&చున�D�.  
! ా ణ�హ�� సమయమ&ల9 మనకm $Nu� uమ&షమ&ల !ాట� కdoSన 
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తన�యత�మ& మన uత�4'తమ&ల9u అu� దశలల9 
ప �ÛంÛంపBేయ&టకm మనమ& ప య��ంచుచు=��మ&.  మన 
4'తమ&ల9 D�uu మ&ఖ�+,-న �hగమ&oా Bేసు$Nనుటకm 
అ¡లGించుచు=��మ&.  4'తమ&నకm సంబం��ం� ఏ'ధ+,-న qాసL �మ& 
ల�దు.  ఈ 4'తమ& Dౖెవప rాదమ&.  D�uu Dౖెవమ&న$; అం$fతమ& 
Bేయ&టకm మన 4వన '��నమ&ల9 అ=¬క మ�రk�లm Bేసు$Nనవల�ిన 
అవసరమ& కలదు.   

2.  ! ా ణ�హ�� శ$fLu ఇమ&డ�\$Nను సమయమ&ల9 మనమ& $Nu� 
'��నమ&లm మ�రk\$Nu సరkÝ బhట� Bేసు$Nనవల�ిన దశలm 
ఎదురవ����.  బhoా సుu�తత�మ& గలwారలకm �D� B�ల� 
~వ మ&oా అనుభn� BెంDెదరk.  మనమ& �ప�ట�వరకm $Nంత 
సమయమ& 7న�మ&ల9 వ�=��మ&.  మనమ& ప సుL తమ& 
7న�మ&ల9 ఉ=��మu ఏ'ధమ&oా �ెdయ&ను?  D�u గ&ణమ&లm 
ఏ�ట�?  మనమ& Bేయ& �hwßDే�గ, మ�న�ిక, ఆ�����క మ(Sయ& 
�à�క+,-న పనులm మ&oSంప� మధ�ల9 ఈ �ిy�ల9 నుం?ెదమ&.  
7న�తల9 అనుక�ల మ(Sయ& ప �క�ల అంశమ&లm కలవ�.  
అనుక�ల+,-న 7న�త�¦ మనమ& అనుభn� BెంD�=�మ&. మన 
Bే�ల9u పనులను ప1(SLBేయల�క!� వ�ట ల�D� $N� తL  పనులను 
¹దలm�Qటcల�క !� వ�ట ప �క�ల+,-న' అu మనకm �ెలmసును.  =�కm 
తరచుoా వచు\ కల ఒకట� గ&రkL కm వచు\చున�D�.  అDేమనoా +̈మ& 
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ఒక ప Dేశమ&ల9 ప(SoSడ�చుంట��.  $ా� మ� గమ�rాy నమ& Bేరk$Âల�క 
!� వ�చుంట��.  =� స5���య&లm B�ల�మంD� అట�వంట� కల=¬ =��� 
పంచు$Nu(S. 

3.  7న�త ప �క�ల+,-నD� $ాదu =� rా�నుభవమ& =º$fY 
Bెప��చున�D�.  మన�Qౖ మ(Sయ& మన 4'తమ&�Qౖ ఎకmYవ అంచ=�లను 
మ(Sయ& అవసరమ&లను âపనంతవరకm అD� తటసL+,-న శ$fL.  ల�D� 
అD� అ�oా u(ాశపర� ఆంDోళన కdoSంచును.   అకYడ చూచుటకm 
B�ల� ప(S�తtలm మ(Sయ& ఖ�ä వ�న�టeu�ించును.  ఏD� జ(SoS�ే అDే 
జరkగ&తtంD� అu వD�dw¬�ిన అD� మన మనసుTకm qాం� మ(Sయ& 
ఆ(_గ�మ& �చు\టకm ��డ�డ�ను.  $ా� మనమ& wå�L?O$f ల9=zౖన, 
మనలను మనమ& *�ంచు$Nu, మనమ& BేయగdoSనంత Bే�ి=�మu 
�ెలmసు$Nనవలªను.   

4. wzౖ(ాగ��ిy� గ&ం?� !� వ�నప��డ� మనకm �తరkల��నున� అ=¬క 
బంధుత�మ&లm �ెoSన అనుభn� కలmగ&ను.  ఇంతకm మ&నుప� B�ల� 
దగ�ర అ�న $Nu� బంధమ&లm దూర+,-నట�e  అu�ించును. ఈ 
బంధమ&ల�� తప�uస(Soా  మం�$Âస+̈  అంత+,-నవu 
$ాక!� వచు\ను $ా�, �తరkల�� కdయ&టకm �బ½ంD�కరమ&oా 
అu�ించును.  రదుÝ Bేయబడu, wా�D�బడu ల�D� ఆలస�మవu 
ప ణ�çకలm w¬య&ట =�కm కషcమ�¦�D�.  అ¡! ా య బèధమ&లm, 
ఒక(S=ºకరk కలవక!� వ�ట, ఎకmYవ సమయమ& �తరkల�� 
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గడపకmం?� వ�ం?�ల=¬ $Â(Sక ఎకmYవoా వ�ం?ె?OD�.   D�u$f గల 
$ారణమ&లల9 ఒకట� ఏమనoా �తరkలకm మనకm మధ�గల అడ�P �ెర 
B�ల� పలmచ=zౖ !� వ�టవలన, మనకm rానుభn� �Qరkగ&టవలన, 
�తరkల�� ల�D� సమnహమ&ల9 గడ�ప�టవలన wా(S ప �hవమ& 
మన�Qౖ ప?O మనమ& �ర�ిం�!� �́దమ&.  D�u ప �hవమ& ఎంతoా 
వ�ం?ె?Oదనoా బ��రంగ ప Dేశమ&లకm oాu, wా�!ార సyలమ&లకm oాu 
wzళeవల�ి వ�\నప��డ� త�రoా మ&oSం� బయట ప?ేwాడను.  గత 
దqాబ�$ాలమ&oా =¬ను wా�!ార సyలమ&లకm wzళéêట మ�ను$Nంట�u.  =� 
కmట�ంబ సభ&�ల� అD� చూసు$N=zదరk.  దు$ాణమ&ల9u అ=¬క 
వసుL వ�లm మ(Sయ& ఆ5ర పD�ర�మ&ల స�ందనలm మనకm B�ల� 
'రkద�మ&oా నుండ�ను.  మన శ(µరమ&నకm మ(Sయ& ఆత�కm 'లmwzౖన 
wాట�u సహజమ&oా గ���ంBెదమ&. B�ల� సూ*� o�ా హ�త గల వ�కmL లకm 
ఉప/గమ&ల�u అ$ారణ+,-న వసుL వ�లm $Nనుటకm, wాడ�టకm ల�D� 
అట�వంట�wాuవదÝ వ�ండ�టకm B�ల� �బ½ంD�కరమ&oా అu�ించును.   

5.  సూ*� o�ా హ�త గల అ=¬కమంD�$f ~వ మ&oా 'కట�ంచుట 
అనుభవమ&ల9u$f వచు\ను.  D�u$f మ&ందుoా మనల9 B�ల�మంD� 
అత�ంతసూ*� o�ా హ�త గల wా(Soా మ�రkచు=��రk.  ల�D� ఇప�ట�$; 
మ�రk� BెంD�రu =¬ను Bె�Q�దను.   మన !� రలను ®లm\$Nu మనల9u 
సుu�తమ& మ(Sయ& 5uకర+,-న wాట�u మ&ఖ�మ&ì 
ఎదు(�YనబÄ వ�చు=��మ&.  మన స�ృ�ల9 ల�u మ�ర�మ&ల rాంద తను 
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తoS�ంచు$Nనుచున�ప��డ� అంతరంగ ఎరkక, *మ� గ&ణమ&, �� మ, 
'?O��Qట�c గ&ణమ&, ఆ(_గ�కర+,-న ఎం�ికలm Bేసు$Nనుట ¹దలªౖన' 
వృD�� BెంD� �ేdకదనమ& కలmగ&ను.  అప��?ే జu�ం�న B�ల�మంD� 
2íవ�లm ఈ అవ(_ధమ&లm ల�D� ప(Sధులm ల�కmం?� జu�ంBెదరk.  
$f�తమ& జన�ల9 ఏ'ధమ&oా 4'ం�=�మ& అనునD� wా(S ఊహల9 
వ�ండదు.  మనమ& ప సుL తమ& ఎదు(�Yను H1N1 అను సూ*� $f�� 
సుu�తత�మ&నకm ఉD�హరణ అu =� wzౖద��తt లనుం?O 
�ెలmసు$Nంట�u.  చర�మ&�Qౖ ఏర�డ� దదుÝ రke , పగ&ళée , ఆసLమ�, జలmబ&, 
ఆ5రమ& మ(Sయ& wా��వరణమ& 'కట�ంచుటవలన కలmగ& అస�సyలm 
ప సుL త $ాలమ&ల9 ��(Sన'.  =�ణ�త గల వసుL వ�లm మ(Sయ& తగ& 
జJగ�తLల |కY ! ా మ&ఖ�త మనమ& 'స�(Sంచల�మ&. మన�� మనమ& 
సుu�తమ&oా వ�వహ(Sంచుటకm మనకm మ�ర�దరÖకత�మ& 
Bేయబడ�చున�D�.   

6. ఈ 7న�మ&ల9 ఉండ�టవలన $Nu� సమయమ&లల9 ఒంట(Sతనమ& 
అu�ించును.  ఇD� మనల9 u(ాశ, అసంతృ�ిL , అసహనమ&, 'సుగ& 
కలగజ;�ి $Nu� సమయమ&లల9 �రkగ&బhట� Bేయవలªనను �hవమ& 
దూసు$Nu వచు\ను.  �D� ఎలe $ాలమ& వ�ండదను నమ�కమ& కdoS, 
ప సుL త $ాలమ&ల9 4'ంచుచూ ప qాంతమ&oా �¶ సమయమ& 
గడ�పవలªను.  uశÖబÝమ&oా +,లe oా గడ�చు సమయమ&ను 
అ¡నంD�ంచుచూ ఆనంD�ంచవలªను.  ఈ $N� తL  శ$fL$f అలwాట�పడ� 
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'ధమ&oా మనమ& మలచబడ�చు=��మ&.  D�uwzనుక అ=¬క 
అవ$ాశమ&లm ఒక క�మమ&ల9 అమర\బడ�చున�'.  అ' జరగవల�ిన 
క�మమ&ల9 జరగకmం?� త�రoా జరగవలªనu ప య��ం�న, ఒక 
'ందుకm ఒక (_v మ&ందుoా wzళée 'ధమ&oా నుండ�ను.  ఒక 'ందునకm 
మనమ& �ిద�ప?O తలmప� తట�cనప��డ� అకYడ మనకm 
సమ���న�చు\టకm ఎవ�ర¢ ల�నప��డ� u(ాశ BెంDెదమ&.  మనకm 
ఆ�ధ�మ& �చు\ వ�$fL 'ందుకm $ావల�ిన' $Nనుo_లm Bేయ&టకm 
wzçê=�డ�.  wారk �ం$ా �ిద�మ&Bేయ& పనులల9 వ�ండoా మనమ& 
'ందును త�ి�=�మu �h'ంBెదమ&.  wాసLవమ&నకm మనమ& 
మ&ందుoా wzçê=�మ&.  మనకm ఉDేÝ2ం�న వ�కmL లm, ప(Sసరమ&లm, 
వసుL వ�లm త�రల9 వచు\ను.  మనకm (ాబÄ వ�న' $ND�Ý$ND�Ýoా 
అనుభవమ&ల9u$f వ�\న'.  ఈ $%లక+,-న సమయమ&ల9 u(ాశకm 
ల9ను$ాకmం?� అనుక�ల �hవమ&�� వ�ండ�ట అవసరమ&.  ఏ 
'షయమ&లల9 మనమ& కృతజ«త మ(Sయ& అ¡నంద�య&లâ 
మనకm మనమ& గ&రkL Bేసు$Nనవలªను.  మనమ& Dేuu rా��ంచగలâ 
wాu�Qౖ దృGిc  �Qట�c టకm ఈ సమయమ& 'u/oSంచు$Nనవలªను.  
గ&రkDేవ�ల పద��u rాధన Bేయ&చూ మనకm ల¡ంచు ప qాంతత 
మ(Sయ& uశÖబ�తను �వ(Sవరకm ఆనంD�ంచవలªను.  మనమ& 
అనుకmన� పనుల�� =zరw¬ర\ల�నందులకm మనలను మనమ& 
uంD�ంచు$Nనవల�ిన అవసరమ& ల�దు.  గ&రkDేవ�ల అండ�� మనమ& 
తప�క ప�(_గ�ంBెదమ&.  అ��ే అD� =zమ�D�oా జరkగ&ను.  
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7న�మ&ల9 మ&ందుకm !� వ�ట ఘరÁణ ల�u అంత(S*మ&ల9 
!� వ�టవంట�D�.  అD� 7న�మ&.  మనలను మనమ& 
మలmచు$Nనగలమ& oాu D�uu మ�ర\ల�మ&.   

7.  7న�త�మ&ల9 నున�ప��డ� B�ల� సమయమ& ఒంట(Soా=¬ 
గ?O�Qదమ&.  మనమ& ఒంట(Sతనమ&oా గడ�ప�టకm సమయమ&$Âసమ& 
త�ింBెదమ&.  ల�D� ప(S�ిyతtలm మనలను ఒంట(Sతనమ& wzౖప� =zట�c ను.  
ఇD� మనకm గల బంధుత�మ&ల�Qౖ ప �hవమ& చూపవల�ిన అవసరమ& 
ల�దు.  మన స�శకmL లల9 గడ�ప�టను మనమ& =¬రk\$Nనవలªను.  మన 
కదdకలకm మనలను స(SBే�ి$Nu మన ఆల9చనలm మ(Sయ& 
�hవమ&లను �ెd�ి$Nనవలªను.  ప �క�ల+,-న ల�D� మనకంట· 
uమ��ిy�ల9u wా(Sనుం?O దూరమ&oా నుండ�ట $ాదు.  మనల9 
మనమ& 5�oా గడ�ప�తô మన సహwాసమ&ను మనమ& 
+,చు\$Nనవలªను.  మనలను ప qాంతమ&oా నుంచు$Nu బయటనుం?O 
వచు\ �� రణలను uయం� ంచు$Nనవలªను.  మన �ిలeలm, తdeదండ� లm, 
�hర�, �����తtలm మ(Sయ& �తర బంధువ�ల బంధమ&లల9 �కmY$Nu 
మనలను మనమ& $Âల9�కmం?� మన అంతE దృGిc  ననుస(Sం� D�u 
స5యమ&�� మనలను మనమ& uయం� ంచు$Nనవల�ియ&న�D�.  
మనమ& ఎలeప��డ� హ?�'?Ooా మన పనులల9 తలమ&నకలmoా 
వ�న�B_ మనలను స(SBేసు$Nనల�మ&.   
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8.  ఇకYడ మరల కనుo�నబ?Oన ! ా ణ�హ�� శ$fL వ�న�D� మ(Sయ&  
D�u �hవన w¬రkoా నుండ�ను.  పనులను �ంత$f�తమ& Bే�ిన 
'ధమ&oా  �ప��డ� Bేయల�మ&.  ఎందువలననoా ఆ'ధమ&oా 
Bే�ినB_ పనులm �ంక ఎంత మ�త మ& జరkగవ�.  మనమ& 
అనుసం��uంపబడ� సమయమ&ల9 వ�=��మ&. �D� త�(Sతమ&oా 
జరkగవలªనu $Âరవచు\ను $ాu D�uu w¬oSరపరచల�మ&.  అD� అDే.  
�ల9 కdoSన మ�రk�లకm uను� �వ� అ¡నంD�ంచు$Nనవలªను.  మనల9 
మనమ& ఆ��పత�మ& !� ందు నూతన శకmL లm ఆ'రö'ంచుచున�'.  
“�కm �వ� సత�వంతtడwzౖ వ�ండ�మ&”.  మన మ�ర�మ&నకm 
uయమబదు� డwzౖ వ�ం?O మన 4'తమ&ల9 వ�న�త+,-న ప మ�ణమ&లకm 
సం�ిద�మ&oా నుండవలªను. మనలను బ��ర�తపరచు$Nu స(S�́-న 
అమ(Sకల�uwాట�u స(SBేసు$Nనవలªను.  ఇD� మనమ& ప1(SLBేయ& 
సమయమ&ల9 మనకm ప /జనకర+,-న wాట�u అనుస(Sంచవచు\ను.   

మన 4'తమ&ల9u అu�$Âణమ&లల9నూ మనలను న?O�ించు 
సదు� రkవ� కృప మనకm ల¡ం�నD�.  ఆయనను మ(Sయ& ఆయన 
'��నమ&లను �� �ంచుట�¦ మనమ& Bేయవలªను. 

* * * 

(ప1జ� 
� $@.�ి.=�(ాయణoా(S బÄ ధయం� పరస�రం Vol.10ల9u 7వ wా�సమ& 
Living in Nothingness $f �లెmగ& అనుwాదమ& 
� '. (ామం oారk.) 
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GITA 

- Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj 

The simple unassuming character of mind has changed 

with the march of time and has assumed a colourful 

disposition, and begun to shed its effect on everything in 

us, both outer and inner. Whatever, therefore, we take 

into our thought or action exhibits colourfulness in all its 

phases. Our excessive attachment to the environment, 

and surroundings of a similar nature, create in us 

heaviness and grossness. Subtleness is lost and 

everything that comes to our view is interpreted in the 

same light. This not only veils our understanding, but the 

heart and brain also get affected by it. It was the same 

tendency of mind which displayed itself through all the 

writings of men of knowledge and learning. For thorough 

understanding of things one must have practically 

attained the state of mind required, before one can come 

out to explain it to others. The same was the case with 

our sacred Gita. There are numerous commentaries, and 

more are still being added. Almost everyone attempted it 

from his level of learning and reason for the people to 

understand it from the same level of thinking. But though 

their physical labour in this respect may be appreciable to 

some extent, the actual purpose is not served at all; and, 
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to be more frank, the commentaries have made the 

original text all the more complicated by putting the bare 

truth under Coverings or misconceptions. In other words 

we increase our own limitations by adding more and more 

complexities to it. 

Similar is the case with the worship of God who is 

represented as physically similar to man, with the only 

difference that he is a superior being and has a bigger 

sphere in proportion to his bigness. But not taking up that 

topic at present, I confine myself to the subject proper. 

It was in accordance with the need of the time that Lord 

Krishna revealed the truth depicted in the Gita to Arjuna. 

We must be highly indebted to him for all that he put forth 

for our benefit, which in course of time has become the 

guiding light for us all. It was not merely an idle discourse 

but the actual revelation of the very thing needed for a 

true pursuit of the Divine path. They relate directly to the 

various conditions which an abhyasi passes through 

during the course of his march. It related to the practical 

realisation of those conditions which can be attained 

through proper Sadhana. There may however be elevated 

souls present in the world today who may be able to give 

you a glimpse of it, or to create instantly the same state in 

you by the application of their own inner powers. 
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Let us here consider how much time Lord Krishna could 

have possibly required for speaking out the total text of 

the Gita as we find it today. The armies were standing 

face to face on the battlefield, and war trumpets were 

sounding loud, announcing the zero hour for action. How 

much time was there at the disposal of Lord Krishna to 

bring Arjuna round to the proper course by preaching a 

sermon to him? The recitation requires at least a few 

hours. How could that be possible at that critical moment? 

Evidently he could not have taken more than a few 

minutes for it. The fact is that Lord Krishna actually 

transmitted to Arjuna, within a few minutes, all those 

mental states necessary for the purpose at the time. 

Really they were the very conditions which an abhyasi 

passes through during the course of his march. The 

process brought Arjuna instantly to a higher state of 

spiritual Consciousness and purged out the feeling of 

undue attachment from his heart. This can as well be 

possible today if a personality of that calibre is there. But, 

as it is too commonly witnessed, people hear and recite 

Gita for the whole life without taking in the least effect 

thereof. None has so far ever turned round like Arjuna in 

spite of hearing the Gita for years together. The reason is 

that those who recite to others are not capable of 

transmitting its truth into their hearts, on account of which 
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no effect is produced upon the hearers. For that purpose 

it is necessary that the reciter must have a practical 

approach up to the conditions related therein, and should 

possess a strong will and the spiritual force necessary for 

making his voice vibrant so as to carry the effect of the 

sound right into the hearts of the hearers through the 

process of transmission. Then alone can its recitation be 

useful to the hearers. 

As for the teachings of the Gita, we are ever being told by 

teachers and preachers of high rank and reputation that 

man should never consider himself to be the actual doer 

of things. But at the same time it is quite evident that 

mere reading or hearing of it is of no avail unless we take 

up means to achieve it practically. But we are always in 

the dark about those means which are necessary for the 

purpose. Nowhere can the slightest hint to that effect be 

traced out in all other discourses. The result is that the 

hearers are wrongly led to the conclusion that only the 

frequent repetition of the words, `I am not the doer' is all 

and enough for them. It is in fact an inner state of mind in 

which the physical actions of the abhyasi do not create 

impressions upon his heart. Consequently, a feeling of 

being a doer does not arise in him. When impressions are 

not caused the sanskaras are not formed, and con- 
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sequently chances for bhoga do not arise. The formation 

of sanskaras is thus stopped. This is quite essential for 

those on the spiritual path. This was in fact the actual 

state which was transmitted into Arjuna, and by the effect 

of which he at once rose up to that level of higher 

Consciousness. The oral expression given at the time 

constituted only seven slokas to offer brief hints to 

illustrate the condition acquired by Arjuna through 

transmission. 

The state of atman described in the Gita is a further 

clarification of the same point. When one has practically 

attained that state, he begins to feel the same all through. 

That is in fact the actual state of Realisation. Great stress 

is laid in the Gita upon nishkama karma or desireless 

action. One may go on saying like that for ever, still it may 

never crop up within him unless he adopts the means and 

practices for its achievement. This is in fact a kind of 

layavastha (state of merging) without which the vision of 

Virat, as displayed to Arjuna, could never be possible, 

though proper capacity and advanced insight on the part 

of the abhyasi are also essential for the purpose. On 

witnessing the scene of Virat, even Arjuna cried out that 

he could not bear to see that dreadful sight. The reason 

was that the Layavastha which had been transmitted into 
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him related only to the conditions of the virat desh, while 

the scene witnessed by him was the display of the full 

force of the brahmanda mandal, which is far beyond the 

region of Virat. It was in fact the sphere wherefrom 

everything comes down to the material plane. The entire 

plan of the battle of Mahabharat was there in an astral 

form. It was this vision that Lord Krishna brought to 

Arjuna's view after pulling him up to that level. Some 

people may not however feel induced to believe it as it is, 

and they might have their own reasons for it. But I may 

assure them that though normally wanting in practical 

proof, it is quite possible and practicable even today, 

provided there be a personality of such calibre, and 

provided the sadhaka too be capable of being lifted up to 

that level. 

    The Gita also emphasises the importance of Duty, which 

constitutes the very basis of the social order of the world. It 

falls within the scope of Raja Yoga, and it is immensely 

helpful in bringing about the cessation of sanskaras. The 

state commences when all senses are silenced. Mere 

saying or hearing is of no avail in this respect. It is only to 

be practised, and for it a broader heart is required.   It is not 

so easily attainable in a brief span of time. Persistent labour 

with proper means is essential for it. It is likely that people 
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may not pay heed to what I say herein; but soon the Reality 

which has, due to the effect of time, got covered with 

complexities, shall be unmasked and the people shall begin 

to realise its true significance. May the time come soon! 

Amen. 

Blind faith has both its advantages and its disadvantages. 

It may be of immense value where the guide selected 

happens to be really one of the greatest calibre, and one 

who has attained the highest approach. But if 

unfortunately you get yourself attached with one who is 

not up to the mark, but has caught you by his learned 

discourses or display of miracles, your blind faith in him 

will lead you quite the other way to mere delusion and 

deception. In that case his shortcomings too will remain 

out of your view, since you have undertaken to follow him 

blindly. The result will be that you will not be able to attain 

the goal. It is, therefore, necessary for everyone to think 

twice, and over again, before reposing his faith in any 

one. In my opinion when we come across one whom we 

think to be capable of guiding us on the path, we must 

first have sufficient association with him to judge how far 

the tendencies of our mind are being affected by it, i.e. 

whether they are getting gradually silenced or maintain 

their usual trend. We must try to understand whether his 
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association is causing the same effect upon our heart as 

it finally must. In the present age of degradation such 

guides or Masters may be rare no doubt, and those 

having a command over it still rarer. Unrest and 

disturbance is the predominant feature of the time. For 

this the modern civilisation too is responsible to a great 

extent. It now requires a good deal of time and labour to 

overcome this disorder. It can be removed only through 

sincere love and devotion to the Divine Master, and this in 

all respects is the only unfailing instrument for it, and the 

surest path of success. 

*** 

    I do believe in the theory of avatars and Lord 

Ram Chandra was one of them. He was of immense 

help during his own regime, but with the advent of 

Lord Krishna, the regime of Lord Rama was over. It 

is now the regime of Lord Krishna which is to 

continue till the next avatar comes into the world. 

This is the phenomenon of Nature which I bring to 

light for your understanding. 

 

-Pujya Babuji Maharaj 
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PRANAHUTI 

- Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj 

Our mahatmas and sannyasis have burnt tins of ghee in 

havan without caring for the economic condition of India. 

They would give offerings in the fire continuously for two 

or three months throughout the twenty four hours. 

Whichever mahatma wants to elevate himself begins by 

burning the wealth of India in the havan Every year we 

get such news. I do not know the condition of South India. 

Probably they do it there also. And those who don't do 

this entice the public into the mirage of kundalini In spite 

of all this none of our mahatmas could yet kindle the fire 

in the heart of a single person, but have burnt excessively 

that which could have been useful to their children, and 

which could have helped the correct formation of heart 

and brain. By giving ahuti of the very prana, if Shri Ram 

Chandra Mission could kindle the fire even in one person, 

it would be better work than a thousand yagnas. If you 

think over this deeply you will find that you might have 

kindled this fire in so many hearts, and many a one might 

be there in whom you can kindle it. And you too were 

such a person that a simple sentence which I had written 

on some occasion had affected you so much that the 

extinguished flame in you got lit up once again, and this 
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became so bright and intense that the flames began to go 

out. You have started correctly. The field has got to be 

prepared, and is being prepared. If the extinguished 

hearts come before such a heart, and even the warmth 

has gone out of them, they will still certainly be lit up. The 

sphere of your work has got to be enlarged. 

Here I may assure you that spiritual training for the 

attainment of higher stages is only possible by the 

process of Yogic Transmission and by no other means. 

Power of transmission is a Yogic attainment of a very high 

order by which a Yogi can infuse by his own will force the 

Yogic energy or Godly effulgence within any one and 

remove anything unwanted in him or detrimental to his 

spiritual progress. 

* * * 

During leisure hours you rest your thought on the `all-

pervasiveness of God' and try to remain in that thought so long 

as you have time. This may serve a double purpose, of constant 

remembrance and of a happy pastime as well. This is for every 

one to follow in all seriousness. 

- Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj 
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EXPANSE OF HEART 

- Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

   ‘Heart’ is such a thing which may be likened to something 

which is lying hidden at the bottom of a pond, but it is there, 

definitely.  Actually from spiritual point of view, the mere 

piece of flesh cannot be called the ‘heart’.  It is the pond in 

which the ‘heart’ is lost and its search starts when we feel 

something missing.  It is free from the limits and bonds of 

that fleshly piece although it is inhabitant in that. 

    In the spiritual field it is actually the seed which has 

become the tree with whose fruit one feels satiated. Its 

branches spread all over so much so that they cover up 

every knot and establish their effect in it forever.  It may 

rightly be called something which has been made by Nature 

itself or has been conceived by Nature.  Its purer form 

contains such a power which may be called the mother 

power. It is like a seed which sprouts after losing its 

existence.  It spreads into the entire cosmos in due course 

of time and gets merged in that in such a way that without 

losing its individuality it takes one up to the Ultimate.  It is 

that staircase which we go on climbing and reach a state, 

which an abhyasi can. 
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    I have talked about the heart region, the Mind Region 

and then the Central Region in my books.  The entire map 

of Central Region is printed in the ‘Heart’.  It has taken me 

three days to conclude that the same number of circles as 

in the Central Region can be perceived in this seed also 

after its little growth.  The study of this Region can enable 

us to cross a number of circles of the Central Region and 

finally we reach the Divine.  There are only seven circles.  If 

I start transmitting on the above lines, I am afraid, the 

people will start running away from me and attention for 

months may not be necessary if  I take up this work in the 

beginning itself.  This training can be undergone after 

achieving quite a standing. 

    I have gone into details.  I come back to the main point.  

This growth of heart, as mentioned above, gets merged into 

the cosmos as it reaches the cosmos.  It means that it loses 

its atoms, but the rings remain.  If some one breaks through 

these rings and comes to the expanse, he gets limitless 

energy.  These rings are not broken in every case, but only 

in that case where Nature wants to get her special work 

done and these cannot be broken without his consent.  

From here the subtle force emanates and thing goes still 

farther as the rings produce energy through resistance.  

The thing thus goes on farther and farther after rubbing with 
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that place till the fact that just a sort of essence remains.  

To call that thing essence would mean making it heavier 

many folds.  When this last essence gets diverted towards 

the Central Region and the man reaches that place through 

His permission, that thing which I have called essence also 

loses its individuality, and what happens next in that 

swimming can be understood by one who has been blessed 

by God alone.  There after he cannot write or speak of his 

condition.  Now you yourself decide as to what is the 

expanse of heart and how it happens you alone can 

estimate as to how much your heart has expanded. 

(5/1968, Sahaj Marg Patrika: From a letter addressed to an 

Abhyasi.) 

 

Lord Krishna is the Head and Supreme Patron of our 

sanstha and the name Sahaj Marg came direct from 

Him.  The very words echoed distinctly through the 

vibrations received direct from Him. 

- Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

(Event Horizon: page 201) 
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Discourses on “The Philosophy of Sri 

Ramchandra’s Rajayoga”: Lecture 11 

-  Dr.K.C.Varadachari 

Master tries to explain the nature of Realisation. Realisation 

is something very different from ‘liberation’. Liberation or 

Salvation is ‘getting out of the bonds of rebirth’. Once you 

get rid of the bonds of rebirth, you are said to be liberated 

from the bonds. That is what we call ‘Moksha’. But that is 

not the goal, though human miseries and struggle make us 

think it is important to get rid of the pain and getting a kind 

of tranquility from the operation of bondages. But 

‘realization’ is something much further. It is ‘discovering 

your own Oneness with God. The fact that you are liberated 

from the bonds does not de facto mean that you are 

‘realized’. There are probably many liberated people hardly 

any who has realized, i.e. found his oneness with God, the 

Ultimate being. So, we could think of a large number of 

liberated souls but not people who have realized God. They 

may be in the process of realisation in the sense that, after 

having found freedom from bonds, they discovered that 

there is more and more to be attained than previously. So 

you will see that liberation is not realisation. 

Secondly, what is realisation? Realisation has been 

defined by many people as ‘the attainment of a state of God 
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with all his powers of creation, sustenation and destruction 

and so on and so forth. Actually, these cosmic processes 

are only with God, but not with anybody else. So, even the 

highest of the Souls in the realized condition will not be 

given these powers. It is the exclusive prerogative of the 

Divine Being alone. That is the distinction between God and 

the Souls will remain. But an individual Soul, which is going 

towards realisation will attain a condition which is far 

beyond all that we have heard from our spiritual savants. 

God is said to be Sat, Chit, Ananda. Now, this condition 

goes beyond Ananda. You may ask the question what does 

it really mean. We cannot express it. It means, Master 

states, that it is a condition of ‘salt without saltishness’. Salt 

may not be a good word as the sweet. But there is a 

positive fact which he enunciates of this condition. This 

condition is the condition of Omnipotent Will. A person who 

has reached that State of Realisation can do whatever he 

wants. His will is invincible. Now that condition is what we 

will have when we realize. I do not know whether that is not 

a very high state. In fact, he says that, when a person 

ceases to be then there is realisation. Now this is a negative 

description. An individual reaches a state of isness, that is 

he does exist and then he comes to the condition of zero, 

absolute negation, where there is no change at all possible 

in his nature, even though he is swimming in Infinity. Now 
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that condition is said to be the state of realisation. Now, he 

compares this state with the Nirvikalpaka Samadhi of the 

Yogins. The Raja Yoga works actually use the words 

“Samprajnatha” and “Asamprajnatha” Samadhi. It does not 

use the word “Nirvikalpaka or Savikalpaka Samadhi”. This 

language came from Advaitins. This Nirvikalpaka Samadhi, 

which has been preached by Advaita saints or teachers is a 

condition when we do not have a distinction between God 

and self. In fact, there is neither God nor self. There is 

neither object nor subject nor even the knowledge in 

between nor experience even. Now, that is said to be a very 

high attainment in that system. But that is not the goal of 

our system. Our system wants to develop the experience of 

God in a natural way or Sahaja Samadhi, not getting to That 

Condition when you are disengaged from your bodily 

consciousness or even the soul consciousness completely. 

On the contrary this is where we do work in this world and 

go on doing all works living in that contact with the Ultimate 

Reality all the time. Now, Sahaja Samadhi means 

attachment with Reality all the time, without interruption 

even when we are doing any work; not only when we are in 

Dhyana as in the case of Nirvikalpaka Samadhi or even 

Savikalpaka Samadhi or Samprajnatha or Asamprajnatha 

Samadhi. This Sahajavastha is sought to be established in 

everyone of our Abhyasis, so that he will be doing his duties 
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detached from the fruits of duties; but attached all the time 

to the Reality which pours itself down into him and supports 

him by its changeless condition. So, this kind of 

establishment in that Consciousness which you may call a 

kind of establishment in that Consciousness which you may 

call a kind of “Stitha Prajnatha” is normal to us and is 

something to be attained by everyone of us, which means 

that we are not trying to get out of this world. 

The world is not something to be ‘shunned’; what we 

would renounce of it is our attachment to it. That is, we think 

that we cannot exist without the object, without the body, 

without food or without the property given to us. Then, we 

are caught up in it. In other words let me tell how the 

thoughts flash to my consciousness. I was asking myself 

how we built up all these securities about us. Everybody 

wants to have a house and then he wants to have a bigger 

compound and still bigger compound and so on and 

erecting compounds to prevent people from jumping into 

our houses and entering into them. Our own body may be 

considered to be a series of securities built up around us, 

around ourselves. Now, after having built up our securities 

suppose we have been confined to the inner arena and 

never move out of it and perhaps misplace our keys also, 

so that we cannot get out of that, then we think we are 
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prisoners within our own security. We know a fortress that is 

built by our people to defend themselves from enemy, 

finally becomes a prison — house when it is surrounded by 

others. Now this is how we have built up our securities and 

attachments. So, the very things we thought were 

necessary for our existence are now discovered to be 

obstructions to our freedom. In fact, we are prisoners in our 

own house in our own bodies by our own attachments. 

Now, I shall give another example, firstly a man wants to 

have a security of wife, and in fact it is mutual let us say, 

after wards they beget children and a security of children 

and then more children, more security and then finally what 

do you find? In fact, we have what we call family misery, not 

family happiness. Our intentions were good, our 

achievements have been rather disappointing. The one way 

by which some people say we can get rid of this attachment 

is “remove all walls; throw away the body, throw away the 

family, renounce them, this is the only way by which we can 

get liberated”. But I believe, if we only think why we 

constructed for a while, and that it is not a kind of madness 

or foolishness, then we find that these securities are 

necessary, but without attachment. They must be flexible. 

We must have the power to control the securities and we 

must be able to displace some securities with other types of 
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securities. That is, all these organisms are built-in 

mechanisms. Then we need not get rid of the organism 

itself, if we are flexible in human nature. I think we have a 

freedom to adjust the securities. So this freedom is what we 

can really see when we use our reason. So renunciation as 

it is told by monks or mendicants is I say a disastrous 

process when it is done against a society within which we 

have to grow. There is nothing wrong about us in that we 

are attached to them as if they are our real securities and 

real bondages. There is neither bondage nor security in 

them except that we find them obstructing our real freedom 

or when we find them not helping our freedom. Everything 

is done for the sake of freedom and not for the sake of 

bondage. But we also know transitoriness can bind us and 

little knowledge can do much more havoc. So, we are 

prisoners on our own accord and some times we like the 

prison, some times we hate the prison. Therefore, all 

bondages are due to ourselves and not due to God. 

Now how to get rid of this kind of inflexible bondage, or 

securities? The only way for us as individuals is to get at 

God who gave us the capacity to defend ourselves, to find 

why we are, what we are. So our connection with God 

becomes very important. If we connect ourselves with God, 

then we will find the rationale of our securities and 
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bondages, in which case, you are not attached to them and 

we can use them as freely as possible, without being bound 

by them. Freedom is a dynamic process of living in God, 

because God gives the sense of freedom. We construct 

everything out of Freedom. We barricade ourselves within 

our fortresses out of freedom and now we find that old 

barricades are not useful. Things are changing. The world is 

changing, our patterns of life are changing. So, we have got 

to throw them away and build again if necessary, new 

securities which permit our freedom rather than deny it. 

Now if we understand from this point of view we can know 

that God did not create this world just to bind us. God 

created the world to give us security and we made it our 

prison. Now I think, only if we can look about why and what 

is the secret force with which the God created the world for 

our freedom, then, we will find that we are free in this world 

and not bound. 

No institution is perverse enough to bind us for ever, but 

it can be a liberating instrument. Now this is the dynamics of 

spiritual life. We have got to connect ourselves with the 

Ultimate. And Master says it is more simple. But we think 

that just as it was difficult for us to create barriers around 

us, the realisation of God must be as ingenious as these 

things. Now it is true we have built our Gods in our own 
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image, and it is a very funny thing when we study in 

mythology how we have created Gods to our own tastes 

and to our lives. But God is really simple. Now the easiest 

thing we can do is to connect ourselves with God. Do not 

look to all these outer things that we have created. Now 

through them shall we realize God, not through our 

barricades. What we have to get is God’s mind within us 

and it can be got. Religions have said, “the way to know 

God is torture”. That is a terrible thing, as if He is our 

enemy. Our security is threatened by God. Therefore we 

shall have God to our taste. Really what Master says is the 

more simple thing is to get at God, because if you can look 

into yourself, He is the Force that made you construct all 

these things and so He is within you. Do we think the 

Creative Power of our being, namely our having a God with 

such ingenuity and such skill is not a power that is free from 

the thraldom? The very fact that we can get out of this body 

when we want and when we do not like the pattern of our 

body, is a proof of freedom of the Soul. Is that not the 

Divine? Therefore the Divine force is within us. It is that 

which builds our body. It is that which draws itself from that 

body and it can create another body according to its Will, 

with different type of securities. Now this Supreme 

consciousness is within us. Only what has happened is so 

long as we are living within this body, so long as we are 
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concentrated in the running of this body in the supervision 

of the body, it has lost the capacity to dominate the body as 

an instrument of freedom. So, it is a victim of bondage, 

victim to the bondage, and to all its securities, social, 

religious and so on. 

Now, if a great man come to us and arouse that Inner 

Force within us, ignite it into action of its supreme 

possibilities of freedom to know the Divine and also to get 

more and more power from that Divine thing, then, a sense 

of freedom comes at once. Just as a man who is bound, if 

he gets a force, immediately expands and says ‘here are 

the possibilities to me, I can break up my bonds’, so also, if 

we can get the Divine Force into our system, do we think 

our own body will remain the body that it is? It will be 

quickened with new life, new force, new abilities and new 

possibilities. Now, this is a very great step. Master says, it is 

possible to get this connection most easily. All that is 

required is a direct contact with the heart from the Divine 

personality. Now, since we do not have personalities who 

can provide us securities more securities and more 

bondages, we are in difficulties. Our great learned savants 

are people who have developed the fine arts of creating 

more bondages and assuring us that those Mantras and 

Tantras and Yantras will help us. Now, that is not the way. 
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Here is something which transcends all these techniques of 

art. It is an opening of a direct connection which seems to 

have a little weakened itself, not altogether. That is why 

Master says, “the introduction of the Divine Force of thought 

into a consciousness is the simplest thing that can happen 

and no kind of ritual or rite or any other technique of 

preparation are necessary. It may appear so to people who 

are brought up in the tradition of securities and a 

craftsmanship in them. But this is nothing. It is not 

something to be believed. But you know Reality is beyond 

rites. It is a thing practically to be tested, in which case, you 

find that all that we require in this is an opening of a line of 

connection with God which is to be done by Pranahuti. It is 

only the man who has reached the Ultimate condition that 

can do this. He must be empowered by that Supreme 

Divine Reality to connect every individual who offers himself 

to this consciousness. It is perhaps necessary to have a 

little discontent over one’s lot in order to ask for it. It may 

happen even without your knowledge. But then, there is this 

possibility at the present moment, that the Divine 

Personality is with us today. 

As our ancestors said, “Again and again in history we get 

a Great Personality who takes to this job of connecting 

individual souls directly with Himself, so that humanity can 
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progress towards the higher evolution to Spirituality”. No 

doubt, so long as that Personality is in this work we do find 

that a large number rise up to that level. A few people only 

pass through, but a large number remain bound. It has 

been so in history. At the present moment, Shri Ram 

Chandraji says that the Divine Personality is now with us 

and it is because He is with us that this process can be 

applied to every individual who offers himself to it. This 

Pranahuthi is a real one and once it is established, the 

human individual grows to his real dimension of spirituality. 

He breaks the bonds and small securities, which he has 

built up, rather, they may not break but he crosses them, 

because what has been built need not be destroyed unless 

it is useless for further security. It is just possible we do not 

want security at all. There was a time when everybody had 

to build fortresses around his own houses. Even now, some 

people do so, when they are afraid of robbers. But then, we 

know robbers know how to break through and we are in 

difficulties and so we build new fortresses. Nothing helps 

us. That is, we have the freedom of God within us and 

fearlessness. Why build up securities? We want a condition 

when we will not be threatened by anything and therefore 

we do not want any security against God. If God rules 

everything can be removed, if God does not rule but man 

rules, we want all security. We want to establish the 
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kingdom of God in a way at least so far as we are 

concerned. Don’t think I am thinking in terms of having a 

world looking after us individually. First, let us find out 

whether we are ruled by God or personal securities. I feel 

any person who has some taste of God’s looking after us 

individually will appreciate that we are being protected once 

we are taken up by God. Now, every physical, economic, 

social element of institutions are there. The first thing that 

goes away from us is fear, fear of our neighbour, fear of 

future, fear of the past, all these go away, if individually we 

can get that experience. If a nation can undertake it as a 

whole, I don’t know whether it can do it, I think we do not 

want any securities even at this step. When we get to that 

state or will-force, that will again set at nought anything. 

That is the supreme promise of our particular system. So, 

realisation would be there when we have no fear, when we 

are detached from everything except the Ultimate, when our 

continuous living in God, for God, by God, which is a Reality 

is established. Then we find that all the securities that we 

have built into our body out of us or society are more 

instruments for little things, but for all practical purposes 

necessary. I may also say we will have yet to do our duty in 

this world, as Sri Krishna says: do your work without 

attachment to the fruits thereof. This is a great discovery 

which our Master has made and as an instrument of 
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practical work, he has undertaken this Pranahuthi which 

anybody or rather everybody can adopt and find for himself 

whether he realizes true renunciation and true attachment 

to God. The true renunciation is a renunciation of 

attachment to the things we have built up in the past, to 

which we are now clinging either on the principle of family 

or an institution or colour or caste so on and so forth. All 

these institutions are transitory. They are not permanent. 

What is permanent is our relation with God, and what is 

also most dynamic is, we can create and recreate, destroy 

and rebuild our work according to the will of God, which 

means, then, our creations will be true, and may be helpful 

and beneficent to all. Today, we are not doing that way. We 

are attached to our fruits whether we call it personal or 

social it does not matter. In either case, there is attachment, 

and again we have got all kinds of squabbles. These have 

no right to arise. In the words of Sri Krishna: “Firstly become 

of mind, take My mind, the Divine Mind in you” “Macchitta 

Sarva Durgani” The Divine Mind will be able to cross over 

every fortress or every barricade that we have erected for 

ourselves and become a Free Mind. Not a mind that thinks 

it is free while it is imprisoned in its own fortress. 

* * * 
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Determination 
                                         - Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

What I want is that all of you rise as sun of spirituality!  

But how is it possible? 
When you do not let the shadow of earth eclipse the sun  
 
And when that is possible?   
When you orbit in such a way as your movement be direct.  
 
How to find this orbit?  How to move direct?   
By keeping the destination in full view.  
 
How to remember the destination?  
By becoming one with it  
 
And when can a person be one with that?   
When you lose yourself.  
 
And how to lose oneself?   
By bearing no other thought in the heart than that  
 
And how is that possible?  
By practice 
 
How practice is possible?   
Through love and interest. 
  
How love and interest can be engendered?  
By remembering constantly.  
And how constant remembrance be cultivated? 
Through determination. 

How determination is possible? 
When we gird up our loins to sacrifice our pleasures and to shake 
off idleness. 
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 Institute of Sri Ramchandra Consciousness, 
Hyderabad is conducting free Training Programme 
for those who are interested in Pranahuti Aided 
Meditation for consecutive two days on Second 
Saturday and Second Sunday of every month.  The 
training programme will be conducted at 
“IMPERIENCE” training centre.  Those who are 
interested may contact over telephone or log onto 

our website www.sriramchandra.in for registrations. 
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Centre for reaserch and Training in  
Pranahuti Aided Meditation 

5th Floor, Laxmi Paza, Entrenchment Road, 
East Marredpally, Secunderabad – 500 026 

Ph: 040 - 27731223 
 



 

 

 

It was in accordance with the need of the time 

that Lord Krishna had taught the truth of Gita to 

Arjuna. We must be highly indebted to him for 

all that he put forth for our benefit, which in 

course of time became the guiding light to us 

all. It was not merely an idle discourse but the 

actual revelation of the very things, needed for 

a true pursuer of the Divine path. They relate 

directly to the various conditions which an 

abhyasi passes through during the course of 

Abhyas. It relates to the practical realisation of 

those states which can be attained by proper 

Sadhana. There may however be elevated souls 

present in the world today who may be able to 

give you a glimpse of it or to create at least for 

an instant the same state in you. 

- Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

 

 

 

 

 

 


